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Abstract :
The northern Bay of Bengal velocity-depth profiles do not follow the velocity-depth curve of the North
Atlantic volcanic margins, and only partially the Kerguelen velocity-depth curves. Deep seismic
refraction and reflection profiles acquired across the Hatton bank and Feroes ridge show that the melt is
intruded into the lower thinned continental crust as sills, which cross-cut the continental fabric rather
than underplating as it was often assumed in the past. Compared with the SCS northern margin proxy,
we still suggest that the BoB crust is thinned continental crust intruded by post-rifting volcanics, as also
shown by the interpretation of the numerous high-quality deep MCS profiles we collected there. What
was supposed to be underplating might be sills intruded through the lower thinned continental crust.
Highlights
► Bay of Bengal velocity-depth profiles do not follow those of passive volcanic margins. ► Bay of
Bengal velocity-depth profiles partially follow those of the Kerguelen plume. ► The northern Bay of
Bengal is thinned continental crust intruded by volcanics. ► Sills are intruded through the thinned lower
continental crust.
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Highlights
. Bay of Bengal velocity-depth profiles do not follow those of passive volcanic
margins
. Bay of Bengal velocity-depth profiles partially follow those of the Kerguelen
plume
. The northern Bay of Bengal is thinned continental crust intruded by volcanics
. Sills are intruded through the thinned lower continental crust
Thank you to Talwani et al. (2017) to acknowledge the quality of the
geophysical survey which consists of three wide-angle and reflection seismic
profiles acquired during our deep multichannel seismic (MCS) reflection survey
(10.05-km long streamer, 64 air guns with a total volume of 6180 in3) in the
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northern Bay of Bengal (BoB) (Figure 1a) and to give us the opportunity to
extend the discussion to the role of volcanic margins and plumes. In their
comment, Talwani et al. (2017) assert that the northern BoB crust is typical
oceanic crust similar to the volcanic passive margins of the North Atlantic
volcanic province, and not thinned continental crust. In fact, Sibuet et al.
(2016a) said in the title, in the abstract, in the text and in their conclusions that
the crust was not thinned continental crust but thinned continental crust intruded
by volcanics, the presence of volcanics increasing the observed velocity
compared to the one of the thinned continental crust alone. In this reply, we will
show that our refraction data do not fit the velocity trends of the North Atlantic
volcanic margins as discussed by Talwani et al. (2017). We will compare our
refraction results with those of the Kerguelen plume, which may have affected
the deep BoB structure but also with those of the Columbian basin (Galapagos
plume) and Hatton bank (Iceland plume). Deep seismic refraction and reflection
profiles acquired across the Hatton bank show that the melt intruded into the
lower thinned continental crust, probably as sills, cross-cut the continental fabric
rather than being an ‘underplate’ of 100 per cent melt (White et al., 2008), as it
was often assumed in the past. Finally, the northeastern South China Sea (SCS)
margin proxy, where the crust is thinned continental crust intruded by volcanics,
shows that the SCS crustal velocity-depth curves are similar to those of the
northern BoB.
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In Figure 2, the velocity-depth curve of Eldholm and Grue (EG) (1994)
for the North Atlantic volcanic margins does not fit properly the velocity-depth
curves of Sibuet et al. (2016a) (Figure 2a, b and c). In the EG model, the upper
crust consists of >6 km extrusive basaltic lavas and inter-bedded sediments with
velocities increasing from 3.5-4.0 to 6.0-6.5 km/s. The EG velocity-depth curve
does not fit Profile 2 over its whole crustal section and does not fit the upper 5-7
km of crust for Profiles 5 and 11, a problem not discussed in Talwani et al.
(2017). Rather than to limit our reply to this negative assessment, we propose to
compare our results to those of more pertinent features linked to mantle plumes.
The Kerguelen plume is moving from the northwest with respect to India
and passed near the location of our survey ∼100 Ma ago (Muller et al., 1993;
Whittacker et al., 2013), suggesting to compare our BoB refraction data with
those of oceanic plateaus created by mantle plumes as the Kerguelen plume.
Figure 2d shows the comparison of the Kerguelen plume at different locations
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(Kerguelen north, Enderby basin and Broken ridge), the Galapagos plume
(Columbian basin) and the Iceland plume (Hatton bank) extracted from the
Ridley and Richards (2010) synthesis of wide-angle and reflection seismic data.
A large spectrum of refraction results is displayed, ranging from typical oceanic
crust (Columbian basin, dark green) to close to extended continental crust
(Hatton bank, light blue). Thus, the large variability of plume velocity models
exacerbates the non-uniqueness of the interpretation of BoB refraction data. For
clarity, the Columbian basin results are not reported in Figure 2a, b and c
because their values fall within the velocity bounds of oceanic crust, which is
not the case of BoB refraction velocity data. In addition, we do not display the
Enderby basin velocity-depth profile (dark blue) in Figure 2a, b and c because
the Kerguelen north velocity-depth profile (red) is almost identical.
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In Figure 2a, the velocity-depth profiles of plumes do not fit BoB
refraction velocity results, especially in terms of crustal thicknesses. In Figure
2b and c, the velocity-depth profile of Kerguelen fits BoB refraction velocity
results, except for the upper 3 km of crust. The Broken ridge and even more the
Hatton bank display velocity-depth profiles closer to extended continental crust
velocities. Using deep penetration MCS profiles and wide-angle and reflection
seismic data, White et al. (2008) demonstrated that the high velocities seen at
the base of the crust below the Hatton bank represent thinned continental crust
intruded by sills. This view is opposed to underplating, the common way of
thinking, though long time ago it was largely stated the high-velocity lower
crustal (HVLC) bodies were observed in continental settings (e.g. (Meissner,
1986)). The same conclusion was drawn for the Faroes ridge located 800 km
north of the Hatton bank (White et al., 2008), suggesting that it applies for some,
if not most of margins influenced by plumes.
Figure 3a shows some of the numerous MCS and wide-angle and reflection
seismic profiles collected in the northeastern corner of the SCS and shown in
Figure 1b. The velocity-depth profiles, including T1 and T2 profiles (Eakin et
al., 2014) are similar to those in Figure 2 and have been interpreted as thinned
continental crust intruded by volcanics (McIntosh et al., 2013; Eakin et al.,
2014; Lester et al., 2014; McIntosh et al., 2014; Sibuet et al., 2016b). The
velocity-depth profiles belong to the northern SCS thinned continental crust
distal margin velocity bounds (orange in Figure 3a) (Lester et al., 2014). For
clarity, the orange bounds are not added in Figure 2, but the three BoB velocity-
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depth profiles also fall inside the same orange bounds. Compared with the BoB,
the SCS sediment thickness is smaller and high-quality deep MCS profiles
display continental tilted fault blocks (Figure 3d and e) north of the Continentocean transition (COT) approximately located in Figure 1b. In addition, the crust
is intruded by volcanic features (e.g. Figure 3d and e, CMP ∼44,000) emplaced
well after rifting ceased, between 24 and 17 Ma (Sibuet et al., 2016b), as shown
by uplifted sediments along the northeastern flank of the intrusion (Figure 3e). A
clear extensional event existed at that time, with the occurrence of E-type
MORB basalts on the northeastern SCS margin (e.g. Zhao et al. (2016)) and at
the location of the white star (Figure 1b) where a 22 Ma old E-type MORB
basalt was dredged (Wang et al., 2012). Following White et al. (2008) in the
interpretation of their Hatton bank and Faroes ridge profiles, the interpretation of
the HVLC would be sills intruded into the SCS lower thinned continental crust
rather than underplating. It is the similarity between refraction and reflection
data in the BoB and northeastern SCS, which drives our interpretation of
refraction data in the BoB, rather than the incomplete similarity with the
Kerguelen velocity-depth profiles.
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This argumentation is reinforced by the interpretation of our 3500 km
deep MCS BoB profiles (Rangin and Sibuet, 2017): 1) The systematic west
dipping crustal features imaged into the crustal basement of our study area are
interpreted as the shoulders of NW facing normal faults resulting from an
asymmetrical rifting (simple shear) creating a wide margin on the Burma side
and a short margin on the Indian side. These NW facing normal faults shoulders
cannot be all interpreted as volcanic dipping reflectors because they do not dip
in opposite directions east and west of the Kerguelen plume trajectory, i.e. on
the Burma and Indian sides, respectively. 2) The northern BoB basin was
created by continental rifting between Valanginian, 132 Ma ago (Bastia and
Radhakrishna, 2012), and 100 Ma ago (Gibbons et al., 2013), showing that the
Kerguelen plume trajectory cut across the northern BoB after rifting ceased, that
is after the formation of the early BoB. 3) The northern prolongation of the 90°E
ridge displays a minor positive Free-air anomaly (Sandwell et al., 2014) and no
magnetic anomaly (Maus et al., 2009). It might suggest a minor partial melting
associated with the Kerguelen plume head located below an already existing
thinned continental crust, resulting in the presence of sills in the lower crust and
minor amount of volcanics intruding the whole crust.
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In conclusion, the northern BoB velocity-depth profiles do not follow the
EG velocity-depth curve for the North Atlantic volcanic margins, and only
partially the Kerguelen velocity-depth curves. Compared with the SCS northern
margin proxy, we still suggest that the BoB crust is thinned continental crust
intruded by post-rifting volcanics, as also shown by the interpretation of the
numerous high-quality deep MCS profiles we collected there. What was
supposed to be underplating might be sills intruded through the lower thinned
continental crust.
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Legend of figures

Figure 1: a) Location of the three wide-angle and reflection seismic profiles
collected during the Bay of Bengal cruise (Sibuet et al., 2016a). Red dots are
locations of the nine OBSs on each refraction profile. b) Free-air gravity map of
the northeastern SCS showing MCS lines and refraction lines OBS2001,
MGL905-20, T1 and T2 (black lines) with locations of OBSs (red dots) (Sibuet
et al., 2016b). Numbers in red are OBSs numbers along OBS2001 line. White
lines, bathymetric contours every kilometer. LRTPB, Luzon-Ryukyu transform
plate boundary (thick black line). The thinned continental crust intruded by
volcanics (McIntosh et al., 2013; Eakin et al., 2014; Lester et al., 2014;
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McIntosh et al., 2014; Sibuet et al., 2016b) is located north of the Continentocean transition (COT, dashed purple line). Magnetic lineations 15 to 17
identified by Hsu et al. (2004) as oceanic chrons are in fact lower Miocene postspreading volcanic ridges. Black crosses and dashed black lines, elongated
volcanic intrusions and depressions respectively. Number 12 and lower numbers
in black are oceanic chrons 12 and younger. DF, Deformation front. White star
is the dredge where a 22 Ma old E-type MORB basalt was founded (Wang et al.,
2012).
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Figure 2: 1-D velocity-depth profiles (thin black lines) every ten kilometers for
the three profiles (a, b and c) located in Figure 1a (Sibuet et al., 2016a). Crustal
velocities are assumed to start at the top of the crust. Velocity bounds for 59-27
Ma old oceanic crust in light blue (White et al., 1992) and for exhumed,
serpentinized upper mantle in dark blue (Dean et al., 2000). The thick grey line
is the mean velocity crust for extended continental crust (Christensen and
Mooney, 1995). d) 1-D colored velocity-depth profiles associated with several
plumes (Ridley and Richards, 2010). NAVP, North Atlantic volcanic province.
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Figure 3: (a) P-wave velocity-depth profiles along lines OBS2001 (OBSs 1 to
11), MGL905-20 (1-D velocity profile from the distal margin, thick black line)
and MCS stack velocities (in blue) from portions of MCS lines located in the
deep domain located north of the COT (Figure 1b) adapted from Sibuet et al.
(2016b). P-wave velocity models along profiles MGL905-20 (b) and OBS2001
(c). A, B, C and D are buried or outcropping volcanic ridges. d) Crustal structure
along MCS profile MGL0905-10 adapted from McIntosh et al. (2014) (depth
converted image) located in Figure 1b (continuous and dashed lines). Rotated
normal fault blocks of the upper crust are well imaged and there is a large
amount of intra-crustal reflectivity marking an apparent detachment zone and
also the top of high velocity lower crust (HVLC) in places. The HVLC located
below the detachment fault, appears to be relatively thin (<2-5 km). e) Crustal
structure along MCS profile MGL0905-10 adapted from Sibuet et al. (2016b)
located in figure 1b (continuous portion of line) showing that the intruded
volcanic feature was emplaced after rifting ceased. DF, Deformation front.
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